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"ITSU"

Switch lamp off with
bottom slider to "0".
Rotate the stone 10°
counter clockwise and
lift.
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10. Cleaning
Clean with a dry microfiber cloth only.
11. Maintenance
ITSU does not need any maintenance. Do NOT open the round transparent cover, there
are no user serviceable parts inside. In case of needed service of battery, LED-module
or other parts, contact Luxonum GmbH or an authorized dealer.
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12. App for iOS LUXONUM BLE
Connecting and pairing
Activate the advertising mode (see chapter 5.). The connection to the lamp is done
directly in the app. Do not connect via the Bluetooth menue in the settings of the
Iphone. The app automatically pairs the phone with the lamp and then switches off the
possibility to pair further devices unless in advertising mode. If you are asked to pair
with the lamp on first connection, please confirm. The lamp can pair up to eight mobile
devices. If you reach eight paired devices, to add further devices, you have to reset the
list (See chapter 7.). If you reset the pairing list, do not forget that you also have to
delete the pairing information in the phone (delete the device in the Bluetooth settings
list or paired devices).
Using the app

Start-up screen: Select
"Connect"

Modules screen: shows the
strength of the BLE signal and
the battery status of the lamp.
Select "Controller" to operate
the lamp.
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Controller screen: Switch the
lamp on/off with the lower
button. Activate/deactivate
candle mode with upper button
(only when switched on).
Change brightness with the left
and right button (only when
switched on and not in candle
mode). Set color by selecting
"Color Picker"

Color Picker screen: Select any
color by dragging the marker at
the selected color and press
"Send selected color". Change
saturation with the slider below
the color wheel.
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13. App for Android : LUXONUM BLE
Connecting and pairing
Activate the advertising mode (see chapter 5.). The connection to the lamp is done
directly in the App. Do not connect via the Bluetooth menue in the settings of the
phone. The app automatically pairs the phone with the lamp and then switches off the
possibility to pair further devices unless in advertising mode. If you are asked to pair
with the lamp on first connection, please confirm. The lamp can pair up to eight mobile
devices. If you reach eight paired devices, to add further devices, you have to reset the
list (See chapter 7.). If you reset the pairing list, do not forget that you also have to
delete the pairing information in the phone (delete the device in the Bluetooth settings
list or paired devices).

Start-up screen: Select
"Connect". You can filter the list
by entering "Itsu" in the search
filter.

Modules screen: shows the
strength of the BLE signal and
the battery status of the lamp.
Select "Controller" to operate
the lamp.
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Controller screen: select
"Control Pad" to operate the
lamp or "Color Picker" to select
color of the lamp.

Controller screen: Switch the
lamp on/off with the lower
button. Activate/deactivate
candle mode with upper button
(only when switched on).
Change brightness with the left
and right button (only when
switched on and not in candle
mode).
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Color Picker screen: Select any
color by dragging the marker at
the selected color and press
"Select". Change saturation and
brightness with the sliders below
the color wheel.
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